In a Budget-Driven, Results-Oriented IT Environment, Cloud-Based
Document Process Automation is a Welcome Solution
Document process automation leader and SAP® software solution and technology partner Esker
to highlight cloud-based document process automation solutions for use with SAP applications at
SAP TechEd 2011 Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS – Sept. 13, 2011 – In today's IT environment where budgets are shrinking, demand for immediate return
on investment is growing and IT infrastructures are becoming increasingly burdensome, cloud-based solutions can
free up IT resources, reduce costs and streamline the IT landscape. It's the reason Esker, the leader in document
process automation solutions and an SAP® software solution and technology partner, is highlighting the benefits of its
comprehensive SaaS platform at the SAP TechEd 2011 conference being held in Las Vegas through Sept. 16.

"Now more than ever, IT professionals are under pressure to deliver more with less," said Steve Smith, U.S. chief
operating officer, Esker. "Esker solutions help them do just that by simplifying the IT landscape with a single solution
capable of automating multiple processes, including accounts payable, accounts receivable, sales order processing
and fax and mail services. And because our solutions are available via SaaS, organizations can realize rapid return
on investment without placing additional demands on their IT departments."

During SAP TechEd 2011, Esker will be exhibiting in booth 314, and representatives will be available to answer
attendees’ questions about best practices for rolling out new cloud-based solutions. As an SAP software solution and
technology partner, Esker experts can explain how Esker solutions work together with SAP software to eliminate the
manual processing of documents and deliver added value. In addition, they will discuss how IT professionals can
benefit from a single-source document process automation solution.

"A streamlined IT infrastructure reduces the potential for problems," said Smith. "The piecemeal implementation of
document process automation can create conflict within your system. Esker offers a complete suite of automation
solutions, including solutions that have achieved certified integration with SAP applications, to optimize your
environment."

On top of expert advice, conference participants visiting the Esker booth will be able to request informational white
papers, pick up a pair of always-popular flashing sunglasses, and learn about the success stories of customers using
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Esker solutions. "We have attended SAP TechEd for many years and have always found it extremely beneficial,"
added Smith. “We’re eager to add to the educational value of the event by sharing our knowledge with conference
participants.”

About Esker
Esker is the worldwide leader in document process automation solutions. Addressing all types of business processes
from accounts payable and accounts receivable to sales order processing and procurement, Esker cloud computing
solutions enable companies to automate the reception, processing and sending of any business document with one
platform. Esker helps over 80,000 companies across the world to reduce the use of paper and eliminate manual
processes while improving their productivity, efficiency and environmental impact.
With 33 million euros in sales revenue in 2010, Esker operates in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific with global
headquarters in Lyon, France and U.S. headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. Esker is listed on the NYSE Alternext in
Paris (Code ISIN FR0000035818). For more information, visit www.esker.com. Follow Esker on Twitter at
twitter.com/eskerinc and join the conversation on the Esker blog at www.quitpaper.com.
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